Sustainability Minor Courses – Fall 2024

Core Courses
SUST 201 Foundations of Sustainability
SUST 391 Capstone Research

Electives
AFS 366 Dev. Issues for Africa (hum)
AFS 367 The Making of South Africa (hum or socsci)
ANT 202 Concepts and Methods in Cultural Anthropology (socsci)
ANT 207 Foundations in Development Studies (socsci)
ANT 351W Sustainable Development: Anth. Perspectives (socsci)
BIOL 247 Ecology (natsci)
BIOL 349 (Same as ENVS 349) Ecology of Invasions (natsci)
ECON 366W (Same as AFS 366) Dev. Issues for Africa (hum)
ENVS 130 Environmental Science (natsci)
ENVS_OX 131E Introduction to Environmental Studies (natsci)
ENVS 210 Environmental Epidemiology (natsci)
ENVS 236 Ecology and its Applications (natsci)
ENVS 247 Ecology (Same as BIOL 247) (natsci)
ENVS 225 Institutions and the Environment (socsci)
ENVS 229 Atmospheric Science with Lab (natsci)
ENVS 234 Biophilic and Green Design (socsci or natsci)
ENVS 235 Environmental Geology (natsci)
ENVS 270 Environmental Data Science (socsci)
ENVS 285 Topics: Climate Solutions and Social Justice (socsci or natsci)
ENVS 285 Topics: Air Quality (natsci)
ENVS 323 Sustainable Food Systems (socsci)
ENVS 326 Climate Change and Society (natsci)
ENVS 345 Conservation Biology (natsci)
ENVS 349 Ecology of Invasions (natsci)
ENVS 365 Urban Geography (natsci)
HIST 263W (same as LACS263W) Plantation to Postcolonial (hum)
HIST 367 The Making of South Africa (hum or socsci)
HLTH 250 Foundations of Global Health (socsci)
HLTH 328 Textbook to Table (socsci)
HLTH 340 Food, Health, and Society (socsci)
ITAL 365 Sustainable Food and Italy (hum)
LACS 263W (Same as HIST 263W) Plantation to Postcolonial (hum)
POLS 370A Community Building and Social Change (socsci)